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1 Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
1.1.1 Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) has identified the need for a
Northampton Bus Interchange Study. This is as a result of emerging proposals for new
retail proposals within the town as part of the Central Area Action Plan (CAAP). These
new retail proposals include future changes to Greyfriars and the Grosvenor Shopping
Centre to improve and expand the facilities and shops in the area. This will specifically
affect the future operation of the current bus station arrangement at Greyfriars.
1.1.2 More widely than this Northampton Interchange Study NCC have commissioned
through MGWSP bus development plans across the County. As part of this work there
is a specific Northampton Bus Development Plan required for the town, and the finding
from this feed directly into this study. A key element of the development of the bus
plans stems from the Transport Strategy for Growth (TSfG), which sets out Countywide
targets for bus service provision and increased use through modal shift. The bus plans
will form part of the next Local Transport Plan (LTP) with inclusion in LTP3.
1.1.3 This study and the future needs of a new bus interchange facility in
Northampton to replace the existing bus station are crucial to the growth of the town. Its
location will also be essential for shaping the growth and layout of the wider town
centre. Therefore this study aims to:
Provide strategic options that would provide the framework for developing an
effective and long term solution to local public transport requirements in Northampton
and support strategies to increase public transport use;
Develop options that integrate well with the town centre and future development
proposals;
Accommodate the needs of the private sector bus and coach operators;
Set out key parameters that would enable any new interchange to provide high
quality facilities that will contribute to raising the profile of the town centre;
Provide interchange facilities for other modes of travel, including taxis and cycling
as well as to provide high quality passenger waiting environments and high quality
passenger information; and
Consider options that seek to minimise land take, making efficient use of town
centre land and provide the best possible links with retail activity.
1.1.4 Developing options for a bus station in Northampton will be particularly
challenging because of:
The constraints on the road network in the town, particularly congestion and
existing layouts;
Potential impacts of proposed development;
Catering for the operating aspects;
Land availability and needs to serve key central destinations and meet the needs of
passengers; and
The presence of two of the major operating groups in the town.
4
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1.1.5 The study will refer to the Central Area Action Plan and the wider boundaries of
the town centre area.
1.2 COMMISSION
1.2.1 MGWSP have been commissioned to assist with a Strategic Interchange Study
for Northampton.
1.2.2 The principal objective of this project is to develop and evaluate options for
providing new bus interchange facilities in Northampton town centre and to make
recommendations for a shortlist of preferred options that should be the subject to
further detailed work.
1.2.3 MGWSP is also aware that significant other work has been done looking into the
various transport issues in Northampton. Obviously, this study needs to build on the
previous work and avoid repeating tasks which have already been done. Consequently,
officer consultation and a review of previous commissions also forms an essential part
of this study.
1.2.4 In particular this study will follow on from the Northampton Bus Development
Plan work already underway by MGWSP.
1.3 OVERALL METHODOLOGY
1.3.1 The study commenced with an initial workshop on 27th January with MGWSP,
NCC and Northampton Borough Council (NBC). The outcomes of this workshop were
to develop a set of agreed objectives and summary of Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis.
1.3.2 A key part of the study has been consultation with stakeholders and this
includes:
Northampton Borough Council;
Bus Operators;
Mobility Impaired, Disabled and OAP groups;
Town Centre Partners and Businesses;
Northampton University; and
Northampton Bus User Forum.
1.3.3 Further detail on the outcomes of these workshops is included in Appendix 1.
1.3.4 Furthermore extensive surveys were undertaken of existing users of the bus
station and further details are included in Appendix 2.
1.3.5 The flow diagram in Figure 1.1 sets out the overall bus interchange study
methodology that was followed.
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Figure 1.1 Northampton Interchange Study Methodology.
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2 Key Issues and Opportunities
2.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1.1 The current site location is alongside Lady’s Lane adjacent to and north of the
Grosvenor Centre and Greyfriars as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Location of Existing Bus Station
2.1.2 The bus station has 24 operational stands for local bus services and operates a
one-way system in combination with Greyfriars and Lady’s Lane.
2.1.3 In 1975 the Grosvenor Shopping Centre was opened, a year later the Derngate
bus station was closed and the new Greyfriars bus station opened. The bus station is
situated in the Northampton Town Centre between Greyfriars (street) and Lady'
s Lane.
The bus station is owned and managed by Northampton Borough Council.
2.1.4 The bus station can be accessed from the Grosvenor Shopping Centre, The
Mounts and Sheep Street. The access from street level to the bus station is via
subway, with the bus station concourse area accessible via escalator, lift and stairs.
2.1.5 The bus station has a travel centre, operated by Stagecoach, as well as other
facilities including a newsagent and café at the subway level under the central
concourse.
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2.1.6 Figure 2.2 presents the current bus station layout. There are 28 stands at the
Greyfriars bus station, organised around a central concourse. There are two areas for
buses to drop off and pick up passengers. On the north side (Lady’s Lane) of the
central concourse there are 20 Drive In Reverse Out (DIRO) stands, numbered 1 to 20.
On the south side (Greyfriars) of the central concourse there are 8 Drive Through
stands, designated A to H. These stands are allocated as follows:
24 stands are allocated to conventional bus services (stands 4 to 20 and A to
G)
3 stands are allocated to National Express bus services (stands 1 to 3); and
1 stand is allocated to Taxis (stand H)

Figure 2.2 Current Bus Station Layout
2.1.7 Stagecoach also use the bus station as an outstation of their Northampton
Depot for the layover of buses.
2.1.8 The current bus station has the following characteristics:
Functional with plenty of space (although dark and dated);
Poor access and not visible to users;
Located close to existing shopping/Jobs;
Poor integration with other modes;
Good/direct access to/from Ring Road;
However, one-way road system (some passengers get off prior to bus station to
avoid).

8
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2.1.9 The existing bus station is a major interchange point for the County with:
13.7 million arrive & depart at existing bus station annually;
1.5 million concessionary fares annually;
Layover requirements for main operators as there are currently no cross-town
services and a terminal end point is needed; and
Demand for interchange with 20% of users of the bus station interchanging
between bus services.
2.2 OUTCOMES OF WORKSHOPS
2.2.1 The first workshop was held with NCC and NBC on the 27th January. The main
aims of this were to:
Agree objectives; and
Undertake a SWOT analysis.
2.2.2 The outcome of this workshop was an agreed set of objectives for the Study, as
follows:
Ensuring viability of the new bus interchange;
Achieving a suitable bus user environment; and
Meeting the operational needs.
2.2.3 Following this specific workshops were held with the following groups on the 4th
March:
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Mobility Impaired, Disabled and OAP groups; and
Town Centre Partners and Businesses.
2.2.4 These workshops included using voting technology to seek instant and
recordable views on various characteristics important for any new interchange. The
results of the voting for both these workshops is included in Appendix 1.
2.2.5 The key outcomes of the Mobility Impaired, Disabled and OAP Groups were as
follows. Further detail is included in Appendix 1.
Clear concerns over current bus station;
Any new facility must be accessible to all;
Want to see all current facilities in any new interchange but with significant
improvement;
Staff and well designed to integrate with surroundings are key;
Clear access routes on foot and level (without escalators and long routes); and
Groups requested ongoing further involvement in the development process for a
new interchange.
2.2.6 The key outcomes of the Town Centre Partners and Businesses Groups were
as follows. Further detail is included in Appendix 1.
Step change in quality if interchange facilities required;
New facility could be provided on-street;
Pedestrianised streets should be maintained;
Location close to shops and facilities is essential;
All hours should be good safe pedestrian access;
Drop off facilities important; and
There was a mix of views on location(s) and design options.
2.2.7 MGWSP also attended the Quality Bus Partnership meeting on the 23rd March
to discuss the existing bus station operations as well as seeking their views on any new
interchange facility. The operators in attendance were Stagecoach, First and Arriva. In
addition, a representative from Northampton University was present. The main
outcomes of the meeting are as follows. Further detail is included in Appendix 1.
20% Interchange from one service to another (supported by Arup survey in
2008) due to nature of town and in particular the edge of town employment;
Congestion impacts on reliability and therefore need for terminal end and
layover of around 10-15mins;
Need to be more stands than present to cater for growth and layover necessary
and also need to accommodate the potential for 15m length vehicles;
Operators wouldn’t support a single or multiple on-street option;
Must cater for users needs (all facilities required in building); and
Prefer drive through and then Drive In and Reverse Out (DIRO), however would
accept a DIRO if well designed.

10
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2.2.8 Other views were obtained from the Northampton Bus Users Forum and the
University and these include:
They would wish to see a single bus interchange facility in a central location and
suggested Warrington as an example;
Any bus interchange should include all facilities required by users; and
Bus should integrate with rail was suggested by the University.
2.2.9 Further detail on the responses from both the Northampton Bus User Forum and
the University are included in Appendix 1.
2.2.10 Following the workshops the outcomes were combined to provide a key issues
SWOT analysis and this is summarised in Table 2.1 below.
Strengths
Value of Bus Station and Services to
Northampton:
• Convenience
• Interchange between services
• Security for bus operations
• Cash collection
• Undercover
• Access to shopping area
• Warm environment
• Good level of staffing – security –
CCTV
• Seating
• Real time information
• Very few security / safety incidents

Weaknesses
• Bus Station environment
• Poor quality of facilities
• Unable to let offices
• Sterilisation of area
• Poor gateway
• Pedestrian – severance / barrier
• distances to walk within bus station
• Poor legibility
• Reliance on poor signage
• Safe / secure environment – especially outside
main bus operating hours
• Not good when Grosvenor city centre closed
• Connecting to Norfolk, west and rail station
• Pedestrian crossing bus areas – safety issue
• Age of building / maintenance
• financial drain for Borough Council
• Unwelcoming – physical and perception linkage
• Structural issues

Opportunities
• To introduce improved ticketing
• Understand public views
• Combination of proposals to strengthen
linkage with rail station
• For Town Centre to grow and enhance
offer
• Wider PT initiatives in town of disused
rail line
• Growth area
• To review interchange provision –
potentially
• More than one facility?
• To provide a well designed and easily
maintained facility that improves
perception of bus services
• CAAP development provide funding and
mutual investment
• Provide an environmentally (‘Green’)
facility
• Parking legislation pump prime
infrastructure investment.

Threats
• Do not meet passenger objectives through Town
centre proposals
• Funding / finance
• Operator competition
• Don’t engage with business and other
stakeholders
• Loss of revenue and footfall
• Interim arrangements
• Cost
• Achieve good balance
• Operations
• Economic Benefits versus bus provision
• Impact on highway network
• Developer aspirations for bus provision –
redevelopment
• Choose wrong location – significant impact
Timescales
• Short term planning – not future proofed.

Table 2.1 SWOT Summary
Bus Interchange Study Final Draft Report Version 1.1
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2.3 PASSENGER USER SURVEYS
2.3.1 A passenger user survey was undertaken on the 24th, 25th and 27th February.
The questionnaire was designed to specifically obtain the views of users on the current
bus station facilities and to record the nature of their travel patterns. The questionnaire
used is in Appendix 2.
2.3.2 The main journey purpose and age of travellers are shown in Figure 2.3. These
show that the main purpose of users of the bus station are for work and shopping, as
would be expected. The age of travellers shows a broad mix across all age groups.

Figure 2.3 Journey Purpose and Age of Traveller

Information

Ease of boarding

Disabled access

Toilets
Access to the bus
station

Departure Boards

Staff/assistance
Accessibility of
bus stn

Shops/Café

Ticket office

Main concourse

waiting areas

Rating

2.3.3 Users were also asked to rate the facilities in the current bus station and these
are shown in Table 2.2.

Very Good
3% 2% 3% 3% 6% 5% 5% 1% 4% 2% 6% 5%
Good
21% 19% 15% 21% 30% 35% 40% 11% 36% 15% 42% 39%
Satisfactory 43% 44% 33% 33% 38% 43% 40% 24% 43% 27% 43% 42%
Poor
23% 23% 9% 15% 8% 10% 9% 22% 9% 8% 5% 8%
Very Poor 10% 9% 3% 5% 3% 3% 2% 23% 5% 5% 2% 3%
Don'
t know
0% 2% 36% 23% 15% 4% 4% 18% 3% 42% 2% 4%
Total
100% 100% 100%100%100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 2.2 User Ratings of Current Bus Station Facilities
2.3.4 Overall around 1,500 responses were obtained over the three days and in
summary users clearly value the range of facilities available, but are concerned over
the lack of quality. Further results from the user surveys are included in Appendix 2.
2.3.5 In addition to the user surveys footfall counts over 2 hour periods on
Wednesday and Saturday were also undertaken and these are shown in Table 2.3.
These show that there is a constant flow of people through the bus station and indicate
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that significant space would be required to accommodate such flows and that direct
access to and from any bus interchange to surrounding town centre facilities in crucial.
Count taken place on Wednesday - 24/02/2010
Count of People travelling
Count of People Travelling
Time Period (Start)
UP the Escalator
DOWN the Escalator
08:05
41
45
08:10
31
36
08:15
47
30
08:20
43
32
08:25
38
40
08:30
55
82
08:35
36
20
08:40
23
55
08:45
31
57
08:50
25
24
08:55
17
28
09:00
15
62
Hourly Total
402
511
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:25
11:30
11:35
11:40
11:45
11:50
11:55
12:00
12:05
Hourly Total

55
45
78
55
98
62
84
52
76
21
74
50
82
33
87
70
75
51
78
27
90
49
69
41
946
556
Count taken place Saturday - 27/02/2010
Count of People travelling
Count of People Travelling
Time Period (Start)
UP the Escalator
DOWN the Escalator
10:10
37
50
10:15
38
39
10:20
39
65
10:25
40
48
10:30
41
38
10:35
42
64
10:40
43
60
10:45
44
47
10:50
45
44
10:55
46
65
11:00
47
68
11:05
48
42
Hourly Total
510
630
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:25

39
89
48
82

90
18
67
95

Bus Interchange Study Final Draft Report Version 1.1
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11:30
11:35
11:40
11:45
11:50
11:55
12:00
12:05
Hourly Total

58
65
105
50
41
60
82
63
782

38
92
50
55
75
28
60
65
733

Table 2.3 Footfall Counts in the Bus Station
2.4 CURRENT BUS FLOWS AND ROUTE ANALYSIS
2.4.1 This section provides an operational assessment of the Northampton Greyfriars
Bus Station based on a desktop exercise of analysing the bus service timetables and
also several sites visits at the bus station in February and March 2010. This section
examines the effectiveness of existing operations to inform the future operations of a
potential new interchange facility in the town centre of Northampton.
Conventional Bus Services / Routes
2.4.2 Approximately 50 conventional bus services use the bus station. The bus
service frequencies for the routes that use the bus station to drop off and pick up
passengers are summarised in a table, in Appendix 3. In addition, to the conventional
bus services National Express operate services to a range of destinations including
London, Cambridge, Milton Keynes and the airports of Heathrow, Gatwick and Luton.
2.4.3 Figure 2.4, below, summarises the existing daytime buses per hour on the main
town centre corridors, in each direction. In total there are approximately 114 buses per
hour entering and leaving the town centre area. The current bus flows around the bus
station are shown in Figure 2.4. Analysis was undertaken of timetable information to
determine frequencies and routeing of bus services in the vicinity of the town centre.
This is essential for the long list sifting exercise and further detail on this is included in
Appendix 3.

14
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Figure 2.4 Current Bus Flows in the Vicinity of the Town Centre
2.4.4 The following section outlines the general operation of the Greyfriars Bus
Station based on analysis of the bus service timetables. Site visits to the bus station
and the desktop analysis has concluded that the busiest time period at the Bus Station
is the lunch time period, with the peak hour being between 12:00 and 1:00pm. Figure
1.3 shows the Number of departures from Greyfriars bus station by hour, Monday to
Friday.
2.4.5 In total there are approximately 1,200 departures per day. Figure 1.3 shows
there are approximately 100 bus service departures between the peak hour of 12:00
and 1:00pm. Between 7:00am and 6:00pm there are approximately 80 to 100
departures per hour, resulting in a high level of bus movements during this daytime
period. Saturdays have also a high number of departures albeit slightly less than
weekday conditions. There are approximately 90 bus service departures between the
peak hours of 11:00am and 1:00pm.The current operations summary is as follows and
as shown in Figure 2.5:
Monday to Friday daily departure profile;
Peak departure hour = 12pm to 1pm = 100 departures;
Between 7am and 6pm approximately 80 to 100 departures per hour;
Total of approximately 1200 departures per day; and
Peak hour departures on Saturday = 88 departures (11am to 12pm and 12pm
to 1pm).
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Graph: Number of Departures from Greyfriars Bus Station by hour, Monday to Friday (January
2010). Excludes National Express departures.

Figure 2.5 Current Bus Station Departures Profile
2.4.6 From the 24 working stands for conventional bus services. From the 24 working
stands for conventional bus services there are on average four departures per stand.
The highest stand departure rate is six departures and this is currently occurring on five
stands at the bus station.
There are on average four departures per stand;
A maximum of six departures per stand from five stands; and
Average layover on stand is seven to eight minutes.
2.4.7 This is shown in Figure 2.6.
9
8

Number of Stands

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

Departures per Stand

Figure 2.6 Current Bus Station Departures per Stand
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2.4.8 Figure 2.7 shows the schedule of bus services arriving at and departing from the
bus station during the peak hour (12:00 to 1:00pm). It should be noted that this is the
“planned scenario” of what would occur if services ran exactly to schedule. In practice
this scheduling is unlikely to occur on a regular basis and some variation in arrival and
departure times plus the length of time a bus is on layover will be inevitable. However,
this “planned scenario” should be tested and analysed but an allowance should be
made for buses not operating exactly to timetable.

Figure 2.7 Peak Hour Schedule
2.4.9 Figure 2.7 shows the arrivals, departures and the on stand layover of buses.
The Figure highlights that buses layover on stand for long periods of time between
arriving and departing from the bus station. This issue is discussed further below.
2.4.10 Taken from the schedule in Figure 2.7, the following graphs show the bus
service arrivals and departures (Figure 2.8), arrivals (Figure 2.9) and departures
(Figure 2.10) in the AM peak hour at the bus station. Figure 2.8 shows that 12:30pm is
the busiest “minute” in the peak hour, when there are a total of 16 departures and
arrivals in a single minute. The next busiest “minutes” are the 12:00pm, 12:05pm and
1:00pm times with 13 departures and arrivals. The graph highlights the general
adoption of arrival and departure times that correspond with the regular five minute
clock face intervals.
2.4.11 Figure 2.9 shows that 12:55pm is the busiest “minute” in the schedule when
there are eight timetabled arrivals. Figure 2.8 shows that 12:30pm is the busiest
“minute” in the peak hour, when there are a total of 11 departures.
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Figure 2.8 Peak Hour Timetabled bus service Arrivals and Departures
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Figure 2.9 Peak Hour Timetabled bus service Arrivals
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Figure 2.10 Peak Hour Timetabled bus service Departures
On Stand Time at the bus Station
2.4.12 Figure 2.11, below, shows the number of buses “on stand” at the bus station
during the peak hour based on the bus service timetabling. Considering the 60 minute
period between 12:00 and 1:00pm, the graph shows that on almost half of the
individual minutes there are twelve or more bus services “on stand” in the bus station,
with 17 services being the maximum number of buses “on stand” during the peak
period at 57, 58 and 59 minutes past the hour. It should be noted that the “on stand”
times also include boarding times, but not their scheduled arrival or departure minutes
(times)
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Figure 2.11: Number of buses on stand during the Peak Hour
2.4.13 Table 2.4, below, summarises the “on stand” times for bus service at the
Greyfriars Bus Station. Average layover on stand is approximately 7 minutes per bus.
Some services are “on stand” for a matter of one or two minutes where as other bus
services such as service 16 layovers on stand for approximately 14 minutes, per
service.
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Average
Average
Average
Service Layover Service Layover
Service
Layover
no.
no.
no.
(mins)
(mins)
(mins)
4A
11
11
9
9A
9
4
7
52
4
9
9
19
1
108
4
22
13
21
6
96
9
6
1
60
4
P1
9
31
9
X7
9
Y4
9
29
4
2
7
87
11
30
4
7
10
33
7
12
1
8
9
GTM
1
14
9
38
4
17
1
88
9
39
4
1
9
89
7
X4
4
16
14
15
6
X46
1
D1
7
28
4
5
1
D2
7
36
1
5B
1
D3
8
Average
7
Table 2.4 Bus Service On Stand Times at the Bus Station
2.5 PLANNING FOR GROWTH
2.5.1 The Northampton Bus Development Plan study has looked at the growth
agenda for Northampton, and how this may impact on the operational requirements
and increased use of the public transport network in the future. This section
summarises the findings of this study to conclude how that will influence future demand
for travel to/from Northampton town centre by bus and therefore the requirements for
town centre bus interchange facilities.
2.5.2 Based in 2001 census, a total of 83,528 households were located in
Northampton. The West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy identifies proposed
locations for growth in Northampton up to 2025. Through discussion with Northampton
Borough Council, other smaller and major developments as identified for the NMMS
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Future Year Model Development Assumptions have also been considered. Table 2.5
below identifies the total growth identified for the period 2001-2025. Assuming that the
number of households in 2009 stood at 93,629, the town of Northampton is expected to
grow in size by 34% by 2025.
NUMBER OF
DWELLINGS
2001 census total households in Northampton

83,528

Net Completions April 2001- March 2009

10,101

(identified in EMRA, Annual Monitoring Report Feb 2010)
Proposed Housing Allocations (2009 – 2025)

25,790 (major sites)

(taken from NMMS Future Year Model Assumptions)

6166 (smaller sites)

Total Provision (2009 - 2025)

31,956

Table 2.5 Net growth in housing in Northampton 2001-2025
2.5.3 To determine the implication of new development, and to assign the additional
demand for bus travel to existing and new routes, a methodology was produced which
has been used for all the Northamptonshire bus town studies. This methodology is
outlined in the Northampton Bus Development Plan.
As well as additional capacity and geographical coverage of bus services, there is a
desire to achieve modal shift away from private car trips, both in relation to the existing
population and for new development. The Northamptonshire Town Strategy for Growth
(September 2007) identifies modal shift targets as follows:
For the existing town – 5% reduction in single car occupancy trips (based on
census and ward data); and
For new developments – 20% reduction in single car occupancy, based on
census ward data.
2.5.4 The Northampton Bus Development Plan report looks specifically at what these
mode shift targets could mean for additional bus patronage, and the impact this
additional demand would have on existing capacity of services. The mode shift targets
do not assume mode shift from single occupancy vehicles exclusively to bus, as
walking, cycling, and increase in car sharing may also help achieve this target.
However, the bus could provide a very viable option for some of these journeys. For
the purpose of assessing the future capacity requirements a “Mid Range case” has
been adopted, where half of the target mode shift for existing residents (2.5%) and new
population (10%) will transfer from single occupancy vehicle use onto the bus.
2.5.5 An exercise was therefore undertaken to derive the future number of buses in
2026 that are likely to be required to cater for growth and modal shift. The increase in
bus services is likely to be delivered through a combination of increasing the frequency
of existing services and also introducing new bus services. Based on this analysis the
number of buses daytime buses per hour on the main town centre corridors has been
determined. This is shown on Figure 2.12. In total there are forecast to be
approximately 164 buses per hour entering and leaving the town centre area by 2026.
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2.5.6 It should be noted that this forecast does not include potential bus numbers from
Park and Ride bus services as it is not currently known how these services will operate.

Figure 2.12: Planning for Growth Town Centre Daytime Bus Flows, in Each
Direction
Allowing for Growth at the Town Centre Interchange
2.5.7 Based on the above analysis and to accommodate forecast growth in bus travel
up to 2026 a future bus interchange should accommodate approximately 150 arrival
and departures of conventional bus services during the peak hour. This figure is
slightly less than the total number of buses entering the town centre area as it is
assumed that some bus services will continue as currently happens, not to use the
central bus interchange. These services will therefore stop at other locations in the
town centre.
2.5.8 Figure 2.13 below shows the estimated daily profile of departures from a future
interchange point in the town centre.
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Figure 2.13 Forecast Number of Departures from the Northampton Town Centre
Interchange in 2026 (Monday to Friday)
Future Interchange Stand Requirements
2.5.9 This section presents guidance on the likely number of stands that a
Northampton town centre interchange would potentially require. This assessment has
been guided by the growth forecasting exercise and the best practice review presented
in Chapter 4. Three potential scenarios are presented below, namely:
Scenario 1: Lower Stand Utilisation
Scenario 2: Mid Range Stand Utilisation
Scenario 3: High Stand Utilisation
2.5.10 Each of these scenarios assumes that the bus interchange facilities will need
to accommodate approximately 150 departures of conventional bus services.
Scenario 1: Lower Stand Utilisation – Based on peak departures of 150
buses per hour and assuming six departures per stand per hour (i.e. a bus
requires on average 10 minutes to set down / layover / pick up passengers) 25
stands would be required;
Scenario 2: Mid Range Utilisation – Based on peak departures of 150 buses
per hour and assuming eight departures per stand per hour (i.e. a bus requires
on average 7½ minutes to set down / layover / pick up passengers) 19-20
stands would be required;
Scenario 3: High Utilisation – Based on peak departures of 150 buses per
hour and assuming ten departures per stand per hour (i.e. a bus requires on
average 6 minutes to set down / layover / pick up passengers) 15 stands would
be required.
2.5.11 The above scenarios are considered relevant to this initial assessment
exercise that seeks to provide preliminary advice on a future bus interchange in the
centre of Northampton. It should be noted that the high stand utilisation is not the
maximum turnover of bus services that could potentially be achieved. There are
interchange facilities and on street arrangements that deliver a higher turnover of
buses than 10 departures per stand per hour. However, a higher level of turnover than
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presented in the high utilisation scenario is unlikely to be delivered through a DIRO
layout. Stand utilisation over ten departures per stand per hour is likely to require a
drive through and dynamic arrangement.
Conclusion on Stand Requirements
2.5.12 Given that the most efficient stands at the current bus station are currently
achieving the lower stand utilisation level it is considered that the high utilisation
scenario would not be achievable. However, the mid range scenario is considered to
be a possible aspiration for bus stand utilisation at a future interchange. Based on this
initial assessment it is therefore considered that the future bus interchange should
accommodate a minimum of approximately 20 stands, to cater for demand up to 2026.
This number of stands does not include the future requirements of National Express or
Park and Ride bus services if these were to be developed and are planned to serve the
bus interchange.
2.5.13 Stand requirements are influenced, in particular, by boarding and alighting
times, layover requirements and the layout of the interchange. Further assessment is
required to evaluate the stand requirements of the preferred location for an
interchange. This should be undertaken during further design of the bus station and in
conjunction with stakeholders in particular the bus operators and may alter the number
of required stands.
Overview of the Future Interchange
2.5.14 In order to provide Northampton with an interchange that will meet the
objective of providing an effective long term solution for public transport and support
strategies to increase passenger numbers, it is prudent to specify at this early stage a
number of vital criteria which the new interchange must fulfil.
2.5.15 The list below represents a series of essential criteria, drawn from current best
practice and our own recent experience, which it is critical that the interchange fulfils.
These criteria will form the guiding principles of the detailed design process.
Specification
2.5.16 Any bus interchange must be of a high quality and could potentially achieve a
landmark status within the town centre through a functional yet striking design, it should
accommodate the needs of all users, especially those with particular needs, and should
consider the some or all of the following design features:
A passenger building/facility, separated from bus movements, that contains high
quality waiting facilities, toilets, and retail space for refreshments;
Enclosed and comfortable passenger waiting areas;
Appropriate enclosure and roof for shelter for passengers;
Closed circuit television system to enhance the perception of, and actual,
security;
A fully accessible interchange layout and information provision, in full
accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act 1995;
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A high degree of pedestrian legibility including the consistent use of tactile
paving, visitor signage and audio announcements;
Accessible raised kerbs at all boarding points, in order to provide near-level
boarding to low-floor buses and easier boarding to step-entry vehicles;
Bus operator control room, staff toilets and staff canteen;
The interchange must incorporate the potential for conversion to a DSA system,
if this is not designed in from the outset of the operation;
24 hour pedestrian access routes, demonstrating legible, signed, safe, and
efficient pedestrian links to the rest of the town centre and the railway station
with careful consideration of pedestrian desire lines;
Full integration with taxi services: a taxi rank of approximately 15 spaces is
recommended close to the bus station, but in a location that does not interfere
with bus operations;
Comprehensive passenger information facilities including several information
points, a main (staffed) enquiry point and help points at each stand for
additional personal security and out of hours public transport information;
Extensive and secure cycle parking provision with CCTV coverage. This should
be located as close as possible to the main pedestrian entrance to the
interchange, be easily accessed from all nearby roads and cycle routes, and
provide both for regular users (individual cycle lockers) and one-off visitors
(‘Sheffield’ stand provision);
A drop off / pick up point for private cars;
Waiting areas should bear in mind the needs of those who need to spend longer
in the station whilst waiting for long distance services, especially bearing in
mind the number of National Express services which will serve the interchange;
The interchange should provide a well lit, safe and secure environment, and aim
to engender a spacious and open atmosphere, thus creating an attractive, safe
environment for bus users;
Where possible the interchange should aim to avoid the need for pedestrians to
cross the busways; and
Where it is necessary for pedestrians to cross busways and/or roads to access
the interchange, clear and efficient pedestrian crossing points should be
provided, with careful consideration of pedestrian desire lines.
2.5.17 Appendix 4 shows the operational requirements to cater for the planned growth
in Northampton.
2.6 PRIORITISATION OF OBJECTIVES
2.6.1 The agreed set of objectives for the Study were as follows and these are also
set in priority order:
Ensuring viability of the new bus interchange – the key being location;
Achieving a suitable bus user environment – passenger related characteristics;
and
Meeting the operational needs – operational characteristics.
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2.6.2 Under these three objectives more detailed parameters/sub-objectives were
determined and agreed in the workshop and are shown in Table 2.6. These were
determined based on the results of the user surveys in the current bus station.
Objective

Sub-Objective/Criteria

Interchange
Location

Viability – patronage and implementation
Fit with town centre development aspirations
Distance from key retail destinations e.g. Grosvenor Centre,
other key retail
Distance from Rail Station
Access to key pedestrian/cycling links
Access to taxi ranks
Access to strategic road network
Access to local road network
Quality of local environment – security perception etc
Operational
Number of stances that can be accommodated
characteristics Amount of layover that can be accommodated
Amount of interchange
Ability to minimise conflict between buses and passengers
Ability to minimise conflict between buses
Ability to accommodate 15m rigid vehicles
Ability to accommodate articulated buses
Ability to accommodate any future BRT scheme
Ability to minimise conflict between buses and other vehicles
Ability to minimise delays for arriving buses
Ability to minimise delays for departing buses
Efficiency of circulation for buses through interchange
Waiting/toilet facilities for drivers
Passenger
Image of any new facility
related
Ability to provide high quality waiting facilities for longer waits
characteristics Ability to provide level access for passengers moving between
bus stands
Amount of space provided at stands for waiting passengers
Ability to provide shelter for passengers from elements
Provision of toilets/accessible toilets/baby changing facilities or
distance to nearest facilities
Provision of food/drink facilities
Ability to staff interchange
Quality of surrounding lighting
Provision of CCTV (safety and security)
Opportunity to provide high quality information for passengers
Table 2.6 Parameters/sub-objectives
2.7 ACCESSIBILITY AND KERBSPACE ANALYSIS
2.7.1 To determine location based characteristics and to provide a basis for
determining a short list of options accessibility analysis was undertaken. This focused
on pedestrian accessibility from a range of locations (assuming these could be
locations for a potential interchange facility) across the town centre area.
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2.7.2 Good pedestrian access from any new bus interchange to the town centre
facilities is essential and will be a key determining factor for deciding upon a suitable
location. On this basis the accessibility analysis has been used as part of the long list
sifting exercise described below. This accessibility analysis is included in Appendix 5,
and taking the geographical town centre the output is shown in Figure 2.14.
2.7.3 This shows the walk time using all available pedestrian links and it is considered
desirable to have any new bus interchange facility within 0 to 2.5 minutes of key
facilities.

Figure 2.14 Pedestrian Accessibility from the Geographical Town Centre
2.7.4 In addition, kerbside space analysis (showing opportunities and constraints) was
undertaken from site visits and TRO information. The kerbspace analysis has been
used as part of the long list sifting to guide available highway space to accommodate
bus movements and on-street stops. The detailed analysis is included in Appendix 6.
2.7.5 This assessment has also shown existing on-street locations and has also been
used to determine other potential on-street locations, which are:
Abington Street;
Drapery;
Market Square;
St Giles Street;
Derngate;
All Saint’s Square;
Lady’s Lane (on-street);
Ring Road (inc Horsemarket); and
26
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Multiple Locations (mix of above locations).
2.8 LONG-LIST OF INTERCHANGE OPTIONS
2.8.1 In accordance with the methodology the first step was to determine a long list of
potential of locations. This was based on assessment of bus routeing, flows, the
Central Area Action Plan (development growth aspirations) and stakeholder views.
2.8.2 The long list of possible locations is as follows and as shown in Appendix 7.
Railway Station;
Market Square;
Drapery;
Fishmarket/market hall (including expansion into Hotel Site);
Lady’s Lane (including North of Lady’s Lane incorporating parts of Newlands
and Upper Mounts Car Parks);
Existing site;
Western Island - Grassed Area alongside Lady’s Lane;
St John’s surfaced outdoor car park;
Wellington Street car Park;
All Saint’s Square;
St Giles Street (south to Fish Street);
Chalk Lane;
St Peter’s Car Park;
Spring Boroughs;
Horsemarket (if ring road downgraded);
Derngate;
Abington Street;
Number of separate interchange facilities (2-4 number);
Use of the ring road for stops; and
On-street multiple sites for interchange (2-4 number).
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3 Developing Strategic Options
3.1 INITIAL OPTION SIFTING
3.1.1 In order to determine a short list of options to be considered in further detail a
matrix evaluation approach was used to sift the long list. The main focus of this is the
objectives relating to viability and location being an essential part of this. The key
elements of the matrix are as follows:
Pedestrian Accessibility to town centre/key facilities (location based criteria);
Pedestrian Accessibility between bus services (ease of interchange ability);
Number of buses that would operate close to proposed location;
Ease of re-routeing current service patterns;
On-street constraints from the kerbspace analysis;
Implications in relation to the Central Area Action Plan proposals; and
Assessment against whether an improvement to one of the elements above
could mean the location is shortlisted.
3.1.2 A summary of the matrix outcomes is shown in Table 3.1. Appendix 7 includes
the full matrix.
Location/Option
Do Nothing
Existing Site
Lady's Lane
Western Island - Grassed Area
(Lady's Lane)

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Accessibility to Accessibility of
Town Centre
Interchange
(mins)
(mins)
2.5 to 5
0 to 2.5
2.5 to 5
0 to 2.5
2.5 to 5
0 to 2.5

Number of Buses per
hour through/past the
location
90
90
90

2.5 to 5

0 to 2.5

Drapery

0 to 2.5

0 to 2.5

Fishmarket/Market Hall Site

2.5 to 5

0 to 2.5

Abington Street
Number of Small Interchanges
On Street Multiple Option
3-4 Ring Road Locations
All Saints Square
St Giles Square/Street
Chalk Lane
St Peters Car Park

2.5 to 5
6 to 10
6 to 10
6 to 10
0 to 2.5
2.5 to 5
6 to 10
6 to 10

0 to 2.5
2.5 to 15
2.5 to 15
16 to 20
0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5

Wellington Street

2.5 to 5

0 to 2.5

Spring Boroughs
Horsemarket (downgraded Ring
Rd)
Derngate
St John's Multi Storey Car Park
Market Square
Rail Station

6 to 10

0 to 2.5

30 (albeit most services
nearby on Lady'
s Lane)
31 (albeit most services
nearby on Lady'
s Lane)
41 (on ring road)
38
81
90
30
4
37
18
41 (albeit most services
nearby on lady'
s Lane)
37

6 to 10

0 to 2.5

37

2.5 to 5
6 to 10
0 to 2.5
11 to 15

0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5
0 to 2.5

4
4
30
21

Table 3.1 Summary of Long List Sifting Matrix
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3.1.3 Based on this assessment the short list of location based options is shown
below.

Drapery
Fishmarket/Market Hall Site (inc possible expansion into the Hotel area)
Abington Street
Lady'
s Lane On-street
Lady’s Lane On-street widened
Western Island Grassed Area (Lady'
s Lane)
North of Lady’s Lane (including possible expansion into Newlands and
Upper Mounts)
3.2 BEST PRACTICE REVIEW
3.2.1 This section summarises current best practice in bus station design. A full best
practice review Almost all new bus stations constructed in the UK in recent years
conform to one of three basic types:
Drive In, Reverse Out – DIRO (Conventional Saw-tooth);
Parallel, Drive-thru stands; and
Shallow Saw-tooth arrangements.
3.2.2 Consideration of each of the three above types is made, followed by an
assessment of the Dynamic Stand Allocation option, which could potentially be
applicable to all three basic layout options.
Drive In, Reverse Out’ (DIRO)
3.2.3 Also known as Conventional Saw-tooth this type of layout, as illustrated by the
diagram below, has been used for many years in bus stations throughout the UK.
Recently constructed examples of DIRO layouts include the new bus stations at
Leicester, Burnley and Warrington. This is also the current arrangement for part of the
existing Greyfriars bus station in Northampton.
3.2.4 The key features are an approximately 60-degree approach angle to allow the
bus to turn easily into the stand, and the obvious requirement to reverse out of this
position. The spacing between stands can be adjusted somewhat depending on the
constraints of the site and the need, or otherwise, to have access to the side of the
vehicle behind the entrance/exit for loading luggage into the boot area (generally only
applicable to higher floor coach type vehicles used on longer distance services).

3.2.5 The advantages of DIRO are:
Maximises use of scarce stand space;
Removes need for passengers to cross in front of moving buses;
Minimises walking distance for passengers between stands;
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Ability to provide clearly demarcated boarding area which can be fitted with
raised kerbs to assist boarding and tactile strips to assist users with visual
impairments; and
Front on approach of buses with associated display screens confirms correct
service for passengers.
3.2.6 The disadvantages of DIRO are:
Need for reversing movement out of stands raising potential for conflict with
other buses and potentially pedestrians people entering bus manoeuvring
areas;
Reversing layouts ill-suited to high frequency services which sometimes
experience bunching of buses on the same route, creating hazardous tail-backs
into the area required for the arrival and manoeuvring of other services;
Manoeuvring space required for vehicles entering and exiting stands, meaning
that, ideally, a relatively wide site is required;
Potential safety issues associated with buses overrunning stand area requiring
heavy duty barriers/bollard to protect pedestrians;
Ideally requires dedicated staff to supervise manoeuvres or light controlled
system; and
Potentially less well suited to Dynamic Stand Allocation due to the additional
manoeuvring time required.
3.2.7 DIRO is well suited to larger bus stations that have adequate numbers of stands
and also space to segregate reversing buses from other buses moving through the
station and where pedestrian access onto the forecourt area can be very effectively
controlled. Also well suited to terminating/laying over services as these do not restrict
other services.
3.2.8 It is not suitable for on-street applications or where reversing movements could
conflict with pedestrians or other users.
Parallel, drive-through Stands
3.2.9 This approach, much more in line with the common rail station or petrol filling
station layout, has island platforms with buses feeding between these. Such an
arrangement was fairly common in older bus stations but has tended to fall out of
favour more recently with a greater emphasis on reducing conflicts between buses and
pedestrians and removing barriers for passengers with mobility difficulties.
Nevertheless, a number of recent stations do incorporate some elements of this type,
such as Manchester’s new Shudehill Interchange (a bus/light rail interchange).

3.2.10 The advantages of parallel drive through stands are:
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No requirement for buses to reverse reducing potential conflicts with other
buses; and
Time savings from ability to drive straight onto stand.
3.2.11 The disadvantages of parallel drive through stands are:
Inefficient use of space;
Island style platforms (as per a petrol filling station) increases need for
passengers to cross between platforms. This:
− - increases potential for conflicts between pedestrians and buses
−

-

requires level changes providing difficulties for people with mobility
difficulties (or raised crossing areas for buses to negotiate)

Potentially higher pedestrian exposure to bus emissions;
Canopies tend to funnel and exaggerate wind, making waiting conditions
uncomfortable;
Approach angle to kerb can result in gap between kerb and first step, unless
drivers well trained, as with standard on-street bus stops;
If no passing space, one service can delay others; and
Not easily compatible with vehicle layover – bus may need to drop off
passengers and then return to a layover area.
3.2.12 In terms of suitability can be on street facilities including temporary
arrangements and provide high through flow arrangements (e.g. London on street
interchanges with no terminating services/layover).
Shallow saw-tooth arrangements

3.2.13 This type of stand arrangement is principally a variation of the drive-through
stand arrangement but is gaining in favour for interchanges. It shares some of the
disadvantages of the drive through stand approach but has some additional
advantages.
3.2.14 The advantages of shallow saw-tooth are:
No requirement for buses to reverse reducing potential conflicts with other
buses;
Time savings from ability to drive straight onto stand;
Clearly demarcated boarding/alighting points; and
Design encourages drivers to pull close to kerb, assisting boarding and
alighting.
3.2.15 The disadvantages of shallow saw-tooth are:
Less efficient use of space than conventional saw-tooth stands;
If associated with island style platforms increases need for passengers to cross
between platforms. This:
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−

-

increases potential for conflicts between pedestrians and buses

−

-

requires level changes providing difficulties for people with mobility
difficulties (or raised crossing areas for buses to negotiate)

Potentially higher exposure to bus emissions.
Dynamic Stand Allocation
3.2.16 Dynamic Stand Allocation or DSA is an approach that has yet to be used in
Britain. It has been implemented at the Bus Exchange in Christchurch New Zealand
and is also being taken forward in Holland. While it provides an extremely efficient use
of space and facilities it also requires a high level of technical sophistication to do so. It
will require appropriate technology not only within the interchange, but also within the
buses using the interchange and on the bus route network.
3.2.17 The Bus Exchange in Christchurch is a purpose-built bus station facility located
close to the centre of Christchurch'
s central business district. Similar to Northampton,
the local authority wanted a high quality facility that would assist the regeneration of
town centre, attract people onto bus and generally promote public transport as an
attractive option whilst also minimising land-take.
3.2.18 Christchurch took the bold step of designing a new bus station on the basis of
Dynamic Stand Allocation. Rather than use the more conventional fixed stand
allocation where buses are pre-allocated stands, the buses are allocated a stand as
they enter the station (similar to airports and major rail stations in the UK where this is
more common place). This means that buses briefly stop to set down and collect
passengers and then continue moving. A very high quality waiting environment can
also be provided for waiting passengers. In conventional bus interchange facilities
buses tend to lay over and passengers wait by the bay door.
3.2.19 The Bus Exchange in Christchurch operates in two parts, on-street and offstreet, to separately provide for local and longer distance services.
3.2.20 We are also aware that the Christchurch Exchange scheme is, to a certain
extent, a victim of its own success as it is expected to reach passenger capacity by
2008.
3.2.21 Key to the success in Christchurch has been the co-operation and agreement
of the bus operators. For it to be successful, Dynamic Stand Allocation will require
implementation of a Real Time Information System and/or GPS so that buses can be
tracked across the whole network. This will ensure that the stand allocation system at
the bus station is dynamic and informed to respond to changing circumstances on the
network to optimise bay usage. DSA requires a radically different approach to bus
planning and one that will put customer convenience and the minimisation of space first
ahead of more traditional operator requirements.
3.2.22 Taking forward a DSA based approach for the whole of a new Northampton
Bus Interchange could be seen as a high-risk strategy given the lack of UK precedent
and high demands on the supporting technology. However, in addition to consideration
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of a full DSA solution, there could be possibilities for more limited applications initially
covering a number of key corridor services or to help accommodate further growth in
services in future years as Real Time/GPS equipped buses become the norm.
Best Practice Examples
3.2.23 A full best practice review is included in Appendix 8. Examples included that
are relevant to Northampton in a DIRO layout are:
Burnley;
Chorley;
Warrington;
St Margarets Bus Station, Leicester;
Hull Paragon Interchange;
Barnsley interchange;
Swansea bus station; and
Stanley Bus Station, Derwentside
3.2.24 Examples of drive through bus interchanges are:
Norwich;
Liverpool One; and
Christchurch (New Zealand).
3.2.25 Dynamic Bus Stations examples are:
The Netherlands;
Pool Meadow Bus Station, Coventry; and
Frenchgate Interchange, Doncaster.
3.2.26 On-street bus interchange examples include:
Liverpool Queen Square;
Eccles Greater Manchester;
Stockport Interchange;
Leeds Infirmary Street bus point; and
Dundee On street bus facilities.
3.3 SHORTLIST OF INTERCHANGE OPTIONS
3.3.1 Having now arrived at a shortlist of potential interchange sites, this section
details how these have been developed into a series of conceptual layouts to more fully
understand the potential scale of provision that might be provided. The basic
assumptions and caveats that have been made in developing these conceptual layouts
are detailed in the following section. The individual concepts are then presented
together with their key characteristics. The final section then sets out how these
options were subjected to an initial appraisal against the key objectives in a workshop
exercise, leading to a revised list to be taken forward into a future commission.
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Conceptual Layouts – Key Assumptions
3.3.2 A number of key assumptions have been made in developing the following
conceptual options:
Layouts have been developed assuming standard 12m buses (not 15m or
articulated). The bulk of the local bus fleet in Northampton is made up of single
deckers, double deckers and larger midibusese (eg Optare Solos) that are 12m
or less in length so this is a reasonable assumption. 15m length buses/coaches
are however now been used on more longer-distance services (eg National
Express) and these or articulated buses would require significantly more
manoeuvring space.
Layouts have been tracked using Autotrack: whilst the following layouts are
purely conceptual, they have been tracked using Autrack software to ensure
that they provide a realistic indication of space requirements. Additional
tracking will be required to further develop these options and minimise vehicle
to vehicle conflicts.
For the off-street options incorporating drive in – reverse out (DIRO) layouts,
bays have been assumed to be 12m x 3.5m operating at 45degrees as is typical
elsewhere.
On-street layouts assume 12m x 3m bays with 13m spacing between to allow
easy access and egress of buses.
Many potential sub-options could be considered for many of these sites. This
exercise has been designed to help scope the size and possible facilities that
could be provided. Additional sub-options would, it is envisaged, be developed
and appraised as art of a subsequent commission.
Traffic/circulation impacts have not been considered in detail. In many cases
the options would require significant changes to existing traffic circulation,
pedestrianised zones and so on which will need to be considered in a future
phase of work on town centre interchange in the context of other developments
within the town centre.
3.3.3 It should be noted that these are purely conceptual options that have been
developed without consideration of site conditions, land availability, existing utilities and
other CDM requirements. Further work on these options will need to be informed by
appropriate information and investigations on these and other matters.
Drapery (on-street)
3.3.4 This option seeks to demonstrate the potential capacity (and limits to this) for an
on-street interchange on Drapery. The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
Maximum of 10 on-street stances (currently 7 saw-tooth stances but limited
width prevents doing more saw-tooth stances);
Standard 12 x 3m bus bays;
Two-way operation on-street;
Footway reduces to 3m;
Limited / no opportunity for additional facilities; and
Potential servicing issues for shops
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Fishmarket (off-street)
3.3.5 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
20 stance bus station
Standard 12 x 3.5m 45 degree sawtooth stances
Space for building / support facilities
Proximity to shops / Market Square
Opportunities for covered waiting at stances
3.3.6 A range of different sub-options for this site could be considered including
different locations for vehicle and pedestrian access. This option indicates the scale of
a possible interchange although in reality potential vehicle to vehicle conflicts could
reduce the number of stances that could be delivered.
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Abington Street (on-street)
3.3.7 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
16 on-street stances
Standard 12 x 3m bus bays
Footway reduces to 3m
Two-way bus only operation on-street
One-way option possible to increase pedestrian area but reduces bays
Potential servicing issues for shops
3.3.8 This option demonstrates the maximum capacity for on-street stances on
Abington Street if the current pedestrianised zone was opened up to buses in both
directions. This would clearly have a significant impact on the space for pedestrians in
this busy shopping street. Alternative options could involve one-way bus only
operation but this would reduce maximum potential capacity by at least 6 stances.
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Lady’s Lane (on-street)
3.3.9 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
10 on-street stances
Standard 12 x 3m bus bays
Limited road width, therefore one-way operation
Dispersed layout discouraging interchange
Accessibility from shops/new centre
3.3.10 This option is based on the current Lady’s Lane alignment and road width,
which only allows for one-way operation if on-street stances are to be provided.
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Western Island – Lady’s Lane (west end off-street)
3.3.11 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
17 stance bus station
Space for building / support facilities & covered waiting at stances
Mixture of sawtooth bays and head stances
Flexible access location
Potential for expansion / integration with adjacent shopping centre
Impact on proposed shopping centre development?
3.3.12 This option uses the grass area (previously Salvation Army Hall site) to the
west of Lady’s Lane to provide an off-street bus interchange using a mix of sawtooth
and head stances. This option indicates the scale of a possible interchange although in
reality potential vehicle to vehicle conflicts could reduce the number of stances that
could be delivered.
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Lady’s Lane (widened on-street)
3.3.13 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
12 on-street stances
Standard 12 x 3m bus bays
Two-way bus only operation on-street
Compact layout
3.3.14 This option assumes the widening of Lady’s Lane to allow two-way bus only
operation together with on-street bus bays on both sides of the street with associated
shelters. The more compact layout with bays on both sides of the street combined with
two-way operation improves opportunities for interchange although potentially
increases conflicts between buses and pedestrians.
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Lady’s Lane (off-street north side)
3.3.15 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
12 stance bus station
Space for building / support facilities
Mixture of sawtooth bays and head stances
Access / egress location fixed
Opportunities for covered waiting at stances
Two-way operation on-street
3.3.16 This option uses the area currently occupied by the stair block (and
surrounding ground) providing access to Greyfriars House above the current bus
station, to provide an off-street bus interchange using a mix of sawtooth and head
stances. This option indicates the scale of a possible interchange although in reality
potential vehicle to vehicle conflicts could reduce the number of stances that could be
delivered although more land may also be available.
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Lady’s Lane (off-street south side)
3.3.17 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
20 stance bus station
Standard 12 x 3.5m 45 degree saw-tooth bays
Potential integration with adjacent shopping centre, including support facilities
Flexible location and scale of facility along Lady’s Lane
Two-way bus only operation on Lady’s Lane
3.3.18 This option provides for a new off-street interchange on the site of the current
bus station but with a smaller footprint using a saw-tooth layout. This is intended to
indicate the scale of a possible interchange. A range of different sub-options for this
site could be considered.
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Lady’s Lane (off-street north side) – expansion option
3.3.19 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
Scope for up to around 35 stances or combination of stances and layover
Space for building / support facilities
Mainly saw-tooth bays
Opportunities for covered waiting at stances
Two-way operation on-street
3.3.20 This option is a variation on Lady’s Lane (off-street North Side) option that was
suggested in the workshop with NCC and NBC. By expanding the site into adjacent car
park areas, a larger interchange could be provided.
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Fishmarket (off-street) – expansion option
3.3.21 The key characteristics of this option are as follows:
Scope for 30+ stance bus station and layover
Standard 12 x 3.5m 45 degree sawtooth stances
Space for building / support facilities
Proximity to shops / Market Square
Opportunities for covered waiting at stances
3.3.22 This option is a variant on the Fishmarket option which emerged from the
workshop with NCC and NBC and is based on expansion into the site currently
occupied by the hotel, to the west of the Fishmarket site. Expansion into this area
would require the stopping-up of Silver Street.
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3.4 APPRAISAL OF THE OPTIONS SHORTLIST
3.4.1 The conceptual options detailed in the previous section were presented at a
workshop with NCC and NBC on 24th March along with the other elements of technical
work. Discussion in the workshop produced a small number of additional options to be
considered and appraised in the long list of options and two of these (expanded options
for Fishmarket and Lady’s Lane) have both been included in the options shortlist. The
final exercise in the workshop was an appraisal exercise on the shortlisted options built
around the objectives discussed at the previous workshop on the 27th March.
3.4.2 The three overall objectives of Viability, Quality for Users and Operational
Efficiency were covered through more specific sub-objectives as follows:
Viability;
Location – proximity to shops and other services;
Deliverability/cost – e.g. ease/complexity of construction, disruption, temporary
arrangements, technical issues as well as costs;
Policy/Development Integration – relationship to local land use and other town
centre policies and development proposals;
Quality for users;
Facilities provision - scope to provide facilities such as waiting rooms, toilets,
ticket offices or make use of existing facilities access;
Shelter – ability to provide shelter from elements whilst waiting for buses and
moving around interchange;
Image/Security – overall perception of site/potential facility including at nightime;
Operational Efficiency;
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Futureproof – how well can the interchange option cater for likely future
requirements e.g. numbers of stances, different vehicle types;
Interchange Opportunities – how easy is it for interchange to be made between
bus services and also other modes e.g. taxis; and
Conflict minimisation – degree to which conflicts between buses and other
buses, buses and pedestrians and buses and other vehicles can be minimised.

Total Score Wtd

Conflict
minimisation

Interchange opps

Futureproof

Location
Deliverability/
Cost
Policy/Development
Integration
Facilities
Provision

Image/
Security

Key Objectives
Quality for
Operational
Users
Efficiency

Viability

Shelter

Shortlisted Options

Total Score Unwtd

3.4.3 The exercise used the following appraisal sheet which was distributed to all
attendees, shown in Table 3.2.

Weighting
Drapery
Fishmarket
Abington street
Lady’s Lane (on-street)
Lady’s Lane (widened)
Lady’s Lane (west)
Lady’s Lane (north)
Lady’s Lane (existing
location)

Table 3.2 Appraisal Sheet
3.4.4 Attendees were asked to individually weight the objectives/sub-objectives out of
a total score of 30 and the results of this are shown in Table 3.3.

3.4

3.6

Future proof

Image / Security
3.1

3.1

Conflict
minimisation

2.9

Shelter

3.5

Interchange
Opportunities

Average Weighting

Facilities Provision

Deliverability / Cost

5.0

Shortlisted Options

Policy /
Development
Integration

Location

All Consultee Average Weighting for Each Assessment Objective
Key Objectives
Operational
Viability
Quality for Users
Efficiency

3.4

1.9

Table 3.3 Average Weighting for Each Assessment Objective
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3.4.5 They were then asked to score each of the conceptual options against these
sub-objectives on a range of 1 to 5 with 5 being the most positive score and 1 the
lowest. The overall results of this exercise are set out below in Table 3.4.
All Consultee Weighted Average Score
Shortlisted
Options

Average Score
Weighted (max = 45)

Weighted Rank

Drapery
Fishmarket
Abingdon
Street
Lady'
s Lane
(on-street)

25.99
29.98

3
2

23.19

6

22.92

8

23.15

7

23.34

5

23.61

4

32.24

1

Lady'
s Lane
(widened)
Lady'
s Lane
(west)
Lady'
s Lane
(north)
Lady'
s Lane
(existing
location)

Table 3.4 Weighted Average Scores for each Option
3.4.6 Whilst some care needs to be taken with detailed interpretation of this type of
appraisal exercise, it is clear that the majority of respondents rank the option on the
existing location on Lady’s Lane and the Fishmarket option as their two most favoured
choices. This was true for both NCC and NBC attendees.
3.4.7 Individuals had a wider range of views on the various other Lady’s Lane options.
Overall, the Lady’s Lane on-street options did not score highly nor did Abington Street
with interchange potential and facilities provision being generally scored down on these
options. There were however some dissenting voices who were more positive about
on-street provision.
3.4.8 The results of this fairly basic appraisal exercise indicate that whilst there are a
couple of particularly strong performers, it would be unwise to remove from
consideration too many of the other options. This is not surprising given the earlier
locational analysis to confirm the shortlist. Further sub-options will also emerge, as with
the extended variations of the Fishmarket and Lady’s Lane (north) options, which came
out of the workshop discussions. However, on the basis of this appraisal exercise,
combined with the results of the passenger survey and the consultation workshops with
disability and elderly peoples groups, businesses and bus operators, the following
initial conclusions/recommendations can be made as shown in Table 3.5.
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Drapery

Take forward for further investigation but only in
combination with Fishmarket

Fishmarket

Take forward for further investigation both for core site
and expanded hotel site

Abingdon Street

Drop from further consideration as a key interchange
site given poor overall ranking, limited interchange
opportunities and lack of space for quality passenger
facilities

Lady's Lane
(on-street)

Drop from further consider as a key interchange site
due to poor overall ranking, one way operation and
limited interchange opportunities

Lady's Lane
(widened)

Take forward for further investigation but only in
combination with other Lady’s Lane options or
Fishmarket options

Lady's Lane
(west)

Take forward for further investigation

Lady's Lane
(north)

Take forward for further investigation including potential
for expanded option

Lady's Lane
Take forward for further investigation with potential
(existing location) range of sub-options
Table 3.5 Initial Conclusions and Recommendations on the Short Listed Options
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4 Recommended Options
4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.1.1 This study has considered an objectives led approach to producing
recommended options for further investigation.
4.1.2 The main objectives were:
Ensuring viability of the new bus interchange – the key being location;
Achieving a suitable bus user environment – passenger related characteristics;
and
Meeting the operational needs – operational characteristics.
4.1.3 The study has considered stakeholder and user views as well as an assessment
of the current operational characteristics and the operational requirements to cater for
future planned growth.
4.1.4 Accessibility analysis has been used together with a kerbspace assessment to
sift the long list into a short list of locations that have then been considered in terms of
possible concept designs. Following a final workshop session, which included an
appraisal of the short list of options by all attendees, a set of recommended options has
been determined.
4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
4.2.1 Following the workshop on the 24th March the locations and strategic options
that should be considered for further investigation are:
Drapery (only in combination with Fishmarket);
Fishmarket (including expended Hotel Site);
Lady'
s Lane (widened) – only in combination with other Lady’s Lane options or
Fishmarket options;
Lady'
s Lane (west);
Lady'
s Lane (north) – including potential for expanded option; and
Lady'
s Lane (existing location) – with potential range of sub-options.
4.3 NEXT STEPS
4.3.1 The output of this exercise has been a prioritised list of potential
locations/options and design parameters for a future interchange in Northampton. It is
suggested that using the outcomes of this study the following be taken forward as
recommendations for further work:
Joint working MGWSP/NCC/NBC;
Frequent “Bus Interchange” Board/Steering Group to guide future decisions that
may need to be made;
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Confirm the implications for the future (i.e. detailed operational characteristics);
Desk top review of any constraints information on the shortlisted sites and
agreement on possible land boundaries/constraints to any sites;
Discussions with L&G and other developers as to how these options could tie in
with their proposals;
Running similar appraisal exercises with other groups e.g. bus operators, bus
users group and disability and business groups;
Further development of conceptual design options on selected sites;
Visits to selected best practice examples for steering group;
Further workshops with key stakeholders (widened to include operator and user
reps) to narrow down options to say 3 for wider public/stakeholder consultation;
and
More detailed design and outline costing of these options including
consideration of temporary arrangements.
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APPENDIX NO 1:
Consultation
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Notes of Stakeholder
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APPENDIX NO 2:
of User Surveys

Questionnaire and Results
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APPENDIX NO 3:
Characteristics
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Existing Operational
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APPENDIX NO 4: Planning for Growth
Operational Characteristics
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APPENDIX NO 5:
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Accessibility Analysis
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APPENDIX NO 6:

Kerbside Space Analysis
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APPENDIX NO 7:
Sifting Matrix
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Long List Locations and
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APPENDIX NO 8:

Best Practice
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